Adhesive force assisted imprinting of soft solid polymer films by flexible foils.
We report a simple, rapid, room temperature, pressure-less and large area (approximately cm2) imprinting technique for high fidelity patterning of soft solid polymer films and surfaces like cross-linked polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and polyacrylamide (PAA) based hydrogels, both on planar and curved surfaces. The key element of the method is the use of patterned thin flexible foils that readily and rapidly attain a conformal contact with soft (shear modulus < 0.1 MPa) solid surfaces because of adhesive interfacial interactions. The conformal contact is established at all length scales by bending of the foil at scales larger than the feature size, in conjunction with the spontaneous elastic deformations of the surface on the scale of the features. For example, we used the protective aluminum foils of commercial data storage discs, both with or without data stored, for micron and sub-micron pattern transfer. The patterns are made permanent by UV-ozone treatment (for PDMS) or by controlled drying (for hydrogels). Interestingly, elastic contact imprinting of very thin (< 300 nm) films results in about 50% miniaturization of the original foil feature sizes. Complex two dimensional patterns could also be formed even by using a simple one dimensional master by multiple imprinting. The technique can be particularly useful for the bulk nano applications requiring routine fabrication of templates, for example, in the study of confined chemistry phenomena, nanofluidics, bio-MEMS, micro-imprinting, optical coatings and controlled dewetting.